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Notice to all users

The RiteAngle Companion II system is a simple to use, reliable instrument, which in use will insure you are ..... This has caused program errors. How to Operate .... easy-to-understand LED indicator method used since the 1995 introduction of. 
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Notice to all users The RiteAngle™ Companion II must have an FAA Field Approval or a Supplemental Type Certificate to be installed on Type Certified aircraft in the United States. IT IS THE AIRCRAFT OWNERS AND PILOTS RESPONSIBILITY TO INSURE THE RiteAngle™ Companion II IS LEGAL ON YOUR AIRCRAFT per the Regulations in your country! The RiteAngle™ Companion II AOA system is not a primary instrument and is advisory in nature only. Any warning or indication does not supersede standard aircraft piloting practices and safety training! Initial 02/02/09, Revised for RiteAngle Companion II system. Current revision # 3 5/2/09 EHM
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RiteAngle™ Companion II Concept of Operation The RiteAngle Companion II system is a simple to use, reliable instrument, which in use will insure you are flying your aircraft at the proper angle of attack for the current conditions. 1. Basically the RiteAngle Companion II senses the angle the vane is flying in the relative wind and electronically converts that angle to the easy to use LED display. 2. As the vane flies in the relative wind at the vane location, the airflow over the wing will also be at an equivalent angle. We call this a “relative” AOA measurement, as it is not the true AOA of the wing. Consistency and repeatability is what is important! 3. Flap position must be corrected to have a useful instrument. As you do not always land or take off with the same flap setting, the RiteAngle Companion II corrects for up to five flap positions automatically. This is done with a sensor, which is hooked to the flap torque tube or other manner to sense the position of the flaps. This flap position sensing defaults to the next lower position should you be not quite to the “set” flap position for your safety. 4. Optional voice audio messages are provided instead of warning lights or buzzers. 5. Safety messages consist of a “Caution-Slow” and “Stall, Stall” for those who have that desire that option. 6. BITE (Built In Test Equipment) provides a self check at each power up. Error messages are provided should there be broken wires, a short, or a sensor out of the programmed limits. When an error occurs the Amber LED in the display will flash. Should an error occur the system will be unusable until the problem is resolved. Some errors may be of such nature that they are not announced. Always compare with "normal" airspeed indications.



Additional parts needed 1. 2. 3. 4.



5.



.75 – 1.0 Amp fuse with holder. Wiring, 20 or 22 GA stranded, Aircraft quality shielded wire preferred. Proper material for securing wiring. Connectors, for permitting removal of system without cutting wiring. a. Model Radio Control Hobby shops carry excellent quality small connectors one brand name is “Deans” Connectors. b. Place where you might want to disconnect wiring such as near vane sensor. Misc. bolts and clamps for securing Logic Module, Display Module and wiring as needed. 2



A.



Options may require additional items.



Instructions all Aircraft



RiteAngle ™ Companion II Vane Mount Installation The instructions for the Vane Mount assembly are separately covered by type of mount and in certain cases specific types of aircraft. Basically the vane must be mounted in an area of airflow out of the prop wash and in as “clean” and consistent airflow as possible. Three types of standard vane mounts are available and appropriate mount is included with each system. Optional mounts are available for specialty aircraft such jets and seaplanes where the vane may be in water spray at additional cost. A combination Pitot tube & AOA mast is available



RiteAngle ™ Companion II Basic wiring information & instructions The RiteAngle Companion II has been designed to be as simple as possible to install with as few as possible critical wire hookups. The sensors for both the airflow vane and the flap position sensor have only one wire that must be correct. This is the center wire. The system has been designed to “figure out” which way the vane is turning when the angle of attack is increased and the flaps are lowered. This eliminates a lot of wire “chasing”. Insure you do mark wires so they will be hooked up the same way should you have removable wings or should the system be removed for any reason. In its simplest form, there are only the following wiring to be concerned with: a. Battery wires & switch (2) b. Vane sensor wires (3) c. Flap sensor wires (3) d. Stall warning buzzer and/or additional stall warning LED (optional) e. Cutout switch for item “d” optional with item “d” Each additional item adds complexity naturally.



You should not start or shut down aircraft with the AOA system on due possibility of electrical surges. 3



Wire sizes for the RiteAngle™ Companion II For all wiring comply with AC 43.13-B or latest FAA publication update for your safety! The wiring should run through a conduit of some sort to protect wire from wear if not secured during aircraft assembly. If removable or folding wing insure you have a good connector. Radio Control Hobby Shops have very good connectors that are lightweight, small & inexpensive. I flew R/C models for many years and never had one of these connectors fail.



We are recommending all wiring be shielded as stray RF from aircraft electronics has caused a problem on production aircraft installations, and a few homebuilders have experienced stray RF from their electronic engine instruments. Strobe lights with the power supply in the fuselage wiring should be separated as much as possible from RiteAngle Companion II wiring ~ we work with extremely small voltages, eliminate the problem before it occurs, use shielded wiring! For all wiring, Min. 22 GA shielded wiring preferred except for battery leads.



RiteAngle Companion II Wiring Refer to wiring diagram



Flap Position Sensing Principles of flap sensing and operation. Must use if you have flaps The sensor sends a signal to the logic module, which determines the position of the flaps. The basic positions consist of up to five (5) individually set positions; any or all will be available if desired. This signal is set to default to give the “safest” AOA indications in 4



reference to the position of the flaps. This sensor is moved by a nylon “pushrod” with associated hardware (solid linkage may be used using portions of supplied parts) which is attached to a portion of the flap system. This attachment location needs to be positioned so the sensor shaft is moved between 60-120 degrees from flaps up to full flaps. To operationally set up, remove “arm” from shaft. Measure ohms from center lead to either side lead of sensor, turn sensor shaft until reading 1000 ohms. Then install “arm” so sensor is reading 1000 ohms with flaps approximately in middle of travel range. This will insure the system will be with-in limits for software. Mark Center wire, this must be correct! Other two are reversible. It is advisable to use a connection that allows only one way to plug in to prevent errors should system be unplugged for maintenance Run 3 wires, (prefer shielded) 22 GA minimum to area where logic module will be located. Parts: (included with system) Sensor (1) Sensor "arm" (1) Ball Links (2) Nylon pushrod inner & outer approx. 1 foot (1) Threaded rod to attach inner pushrod & ball links (2) Nylon pushrod instructions: To straighten out the pushrods if necessary, put in hot water, and then hold straight till it has cooled. Cut with a sharp knife or razor blade, sidecutters will crimp the tubing and cause friction! Optional solid linkage Solid link between Ball Links may be used if desired. Piano wire threaded 2-56 will screw into ball links securely. Flap Sensing Overview 1. Install so sensor shaft moves 60-120 degrees clockwise from flaps up to full flaps. a. This is accomplished by increasing or decreasing distance of pushrod attachment to sensor and/or the flap torque tube. See drawing in this section 2. Move sensor so at approximately 1/2 flap travel sensor resistance is 1000 ohms. 3. Install sensor arm. 4. Should the system not operate correctly reverse the outside leads on the sensor. The direction of rotation of the sensor must be correct or the leads reversed to operate correctly. Double check you have 1000 ohms at approximately ½ flaps and 60-120 degrees sensor shaft travel with full flap travel.
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To wire up flap sensor insure you wire as shown



Example of linkage & sensor travel in degrees
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In this example the flap torque tube moves 100 degrees from full up to full down positions and the sensor travel is 82 degrees with full flap travel. This example is from a Piper PA28 series aircraft RiteAngle Elite certification data.



Vane The new Polymer vane requires no assembly. It is approx. one-half the weight of the aluminum vane. If desired a smaller vane may be available at additional cost, contact EMA, LLC for details as this is undergoing testing at present time. We will advise usage of the small vane on aircraft with cruise over 250 KTS Not available yet.



1. 2.



AFTER Vane mount is installed and wiring completed All wiring must be hooked up properly and secured Power up system a. The display LED’s flash when it is in the self-check mode for insuring all LED’s are operational as the BITE is checked. b. This indicates the RiteAngle™ Companion II has electronically self-checked 7



c.



and is operationally OK. RESET SYSTEM by turning power on to system, placing the AOA/Flap toggle switch to AOA and moving the rotary switch to position 5 , push and hold the “set” button while moving the rotary switch to position 4, then release the set button. This resets the system to the factory default position.



3.



Turn vane sensor slowly until 1st Green (or bottom inverted V illuminates) With vane sensor in this position, install vane as close to parallel with chord line of wing as possible. Tighten set-screw.



4.



Move vane, LED’s will illuminate when vane moved in one direction. The rotation direction is not important at this stage as this is a default position



5.



Fly the system, Set-Up using separate Set-Up instructions. If you are successful in setting the LED’s and feel comfortable with the setup procedure, land, reset the system again, insure the vane is installed on sensor so the 1st Green LED is just illuminating when vane is parallel with bottom of wing. Only if a pusher type aircraft where the vane could go through the prop do I recommend you put “red” Locktite® on the setscrew and the shaft and reassemble vane on shaft insuring the vane position does not change. This is an additional safety factor to insure vane security. Putting the Locktite® on the sensor shaft WILL MAKE VANE NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE TO REMOVE WITHOUT HEAT, WHICH WILL LIKELY DESTROY THE SENSOR and POSSIBLY THE MOUNT POLYMER! Normal Locktite® on the setscrew will prevent it from coming loose.



Displays If when turning on system first time no LED’s are illuminated insure the dimmer pot is not turned full down! It is preferable to have the display mounted directly in your line of sight. however as long as it is in your peripheral vision due to the design & number of LEDs it will be readily apparent when LED’s change.



Dimmer The dimmer should be mounted where it is accessible during flight close to the display. Those using the “Poor Mans HUD” may have the dimmer knob come through the top of 8



the panel by the display location. Just be sure to have the knob a color with no markings that would reflect on windshield.



Helpful Hints for installing and setting up the RiteAngle Companion II 1.



2.



3. 4.



5.



6. 7.



Plan ahead, go through each step of installing the RiteAngle™ COMPANION II system before doing anything, Like building your aircraft, measure three times cut once! If you have a question, Re-read the instructions, if you are still in doubt, call or email me! I’m sure that even though we have hundreds of systems installed, we will still have some items that will be changed to simplify or clarify the instructions. To do the Set-up you should have the speeds in your “plan of action” For accuracy the aircraft should be at weights as per the setup instructions. Remember engine POWER OFF @ full idle when setting the “AOA” LED’s will give most accurate settings. Any power above idle will affect the lift due to the “mechanical lift” caused by prop wash over the wing. This is true even in most pusher aircraft. Just a couple hundred RPM above idle will change the AOA settings! This is from experience; it will mess up your settings! Also in some cases keep the “bottom from dropping out” if power is chopped at minimum speed if you happened to set AOA with a few hundred RPM! Insure the area is “clear” of all traffic, it helps if you have a two place aircraft to have your passenger do the setting of the module, simply say “set”, which he pushes the set button, then move, he moves to the proper LED, then Set and so on. This way you can concentrate on flying and traffic avoidance. Remember all except the Stall warning need to be set at Gross Weight anyway! Get familiar with process; go through a couple "dry runs" in the hangar simulating setting the system up in order shown in item #7. Make it easy on yourself and follow this sequence a. Start setting the flaps up from fastest to slowest speeds. b. Stabilize at each speed, and push the set button as you are right on speed. Again, do a few dry runs in the hangar! c. Lower the flaps to first position to be set d. Set from fastest to slowest speed e. Lower to next flap position f. Set from fastest to slowest speed g. Continue this until all flap positions are set. 9



8. 9. 10.



Climb back to initial altitude and do next sets, again be extremely vigilant, an AOA will not prevent a mid air collision! After initial flights, setup should be at least checked at annual. Any aerodynamic changes or vane replacement, naturally you will have to reset the system. Please advise me of any changes you feel are necessary so I can do so. Your input is important for future customers, and so I may better serve you.



Enjoy flying the safe angle with the RiteAngle ☺



EM aviation, LLC Elbie H. Mendenhall 13411 N E Prairie Rd, Brush Prairie, WA 98606 Phone & FAX 360-260-0772 e-mail [email protected] website www.riteangle.com



RiteAngle™ Companion II Basic Set-Up Introduction Save your phone costs for aircraft fuel Read and Understand ☺ Then go to SetUp section The setup of the RiteAngle™ Companion II System is quick and easy, and must be done only once ~ IF YOU READ AND UNDERSTAND HOW IT WORKS BEFORE ATTEMPTING! The basic idea is simple: the vane and sensor you installed in your aircraft must be calibrated ("set") for your aircraft. More specifically, the RiteAngle Companion II Logic Module needs to know at what Angle-of-Attack ("AOA") it should turn on each of the lights ("LED") on the display module (the module mounted to your instrument panel). So, because there are five LEDs on the Display Module, you'll need to set five different "set points" for each flap position used.. To setup the RiteAngle Companion II, you will need: 1. The RiteAngle Companion II System correctly installed in your aircraft (the Logic Module and Angle-of-Attack vane) 2. The RiteAngle Companion II SetBox (included in your kit) 3. Your aircraft manufacturer's suggested speeds for the setting the various angles of attack (AOA). 4. You must fill out the setup chart prior to setup flight! Be prepared. 10



5. IF initially you do not feel comfortable flying approaches as slow as recommended, use the speeds that feel comfortable for you. As you gain proficiency in your plane, simply reset the RiteAngle. Remember these speeds will give correct AOA only when flown at weights manual recommends. This includes in all flap positions being set: - The recommended approach speed at gross weight - The recommended minimum approach speed at gross weight. - Approach to stall ~ warning set 5 knots above stall per FAA 6. To be able to fly your aircraft safely at various speeds to adjust your angle of attack as you setup the RiteAngle Companion II system. About the SetBox: Just like on the RiteAngle Companion II Display Module, there are 5 set positions. The SetBox also has an “OFF” position. The 1st position represents the smallest AOA (highest speed) and the fifth position is the highest AOA (slowest speed). As you select the AOA position 1, the bottom “inverted V” will flash. As you select different AOA or Flap positions the position being set will flash. There is no real thinking involved, what is flashing is what you are setting, if something doesn’t seem right, stop figure it out then continue. The toggle switch selects FLAP or AOA position DO NOT PLUG IN OR UNPLUG THE SetBox WITH ELECTRICAL POWER APPLIED TO THE RiteAngle Companion II. This has caused program errors.



How to Operate the SetBox: READ ~~ THINK ~~ DO In that order



To do before you fly: 1. Plug the RiteAngle Companion II SetBox's "telephone-like" cable into the Logic Module after insuring power is not applied to system and have it safely available to be used as you fly. Insure the cable will not interfere with any controls. 2. Understand and be familiar with how the SetBox operates and the procedures necessary to use the SetBox. 3. Determine the speeds for each AOA position. The five positions should be:
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a. First AOA Position (1st green LED): Maximum speed to be indicated on the Display Module - decided by the pilot. b. Second AOA Position (2nd green LED): Recommended approach speed @ gross weight. c. Third AOA Position (3rd green LED): Recommended minimum approach speed @ gross weight. d. Fourth AOA Position (Amber LED): 95% of minimum approach speed. e. Fifth AOA Position (red LED): This is not stalling speed, but the speed where you wish the stall warning to appear. The FAA recommends a minimum of 5 Kts above the actual stalling speed.



Instructions for flight: Not included on this page Important Notes: • The AOA must be different for each AOA position that you set, and it must be continually increasing as you go from the first position to the fifth. • You may go back and set any position at any time, but remember that each setting must be sequential; the AOA must be continuously increasing as you move up positions.



RiteAngle Companion II LED Display Standard Display
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The RiteAngle Companion II Display Modules have 5 LEDs. The LEDs are named from he bottom moving upwards G-1; G-2; G-3; A-1 R-1.



“ENHANCED” DISPLAY
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For Safety The Amber “V” sequentially flashes pointing down 40 times / minute, indicating a trend toward an excessive AOA . The Stall RED warning “V” sequentially flashes at 80 flashes per minute pointing down indicating immediately lower the nose to reduce the AOA. The Green LED’s remain on steady indicating a safe AOA. The optional “Enhanced display” is self explanatory, the 4 Green indicate “On Speed” The bottom inverted V is same as G-1, second inverted V is same as G-2. Diamond is same as G-3, Amber “V” is same as A-1, & Red “V” is same as R-1. When setting up only the one “top of green diamond” will illuminate. LED Operation during Power-on Self Test The RiteAngle Companion II Self Test is automatically accomplished upon every power up. This allows the user to see that the RiteAngle Companion II LEDs are working correctly.



Resetting the System Back to Factory Defaults CAUTION ~~ When you reset system it resets all entries, both flap position and AOA vane position. RESET SYSTEM by turning power on to system, placing the AOA/Flap toggle switch to AOA and moving the rotary switch to position 5 , push and hold the “set” button while moving the rotary switch to position 4, then release the set button. This resets the system to the factory default position.



Design Criteria from Federal Aviation Regulations This does not apply to our homebuilt aircraft but is an excellent guideline Paraphrased from FAR Part 23 –. *1 Section 23.1322 Warning, Caution and advisory Lights. (a)Red, for warning lights–Indicate a hazard which may require immediate action (b)Amber, for caution lights--Indicate possible need for corrective action (c)Green, for safe operation lights *2 Section 23.73(a ) Reference Landing Approach Speed 1.3 Vso)



*3 Section 23.207 Stall warning (a) Clear and distinctive stall warning with flaps and landing gear in any normal position in straight and turning flight 14



(b) ~~a device that will give clearly distinguishable indications under expected conditions of flight. However, a visual stall-warning device that requires the attention of the crew within the cockpit is not acceptable by itself. (c) Stall Warning must begin at a speed exceeding the stalling speed by a margin of not less than 5 knots and must continue until stall occurs. (e) Stall warning must begin sufficiently in advance of the stall for the stall to be averted by pilot action taken after the stall warning first occurs.



Initial 2/02/09 EHM ~~ Companion II system Revision 1 2/13/09 EHM Clarification of wording Revision 2 4/2/09 EHM Editorial Revision 3 5/2/09 EHM Editorial
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Concept of EM Aviation’s



RiteAngle Companion II ™



AOA system Now Available ~ systems are being shipped! The RiteAngle Companion II system is assembled from parts which are exactly the same as and are ordered from the same source as those in “Elite” system with which we are seeking FAA certification. The RiteAngle Companion II is assembled in the same way all of our systems have been for the past 14 years, the “cottage industry” method, which helps keep the costs low. I personally test every system we ship to insure your system operates as advertised. With the Companion II system you have the advantage of having a system which meets the design guidelines for use on certified aircraft, without all the expense of tracking of parts and having it assembled by a PMA facility, and of course not having to pay for the time, effort, and work involved in getting the STC!



~~ Highest Quality ~~ The RiteAngle™ Companion II uses electronics not available during design of the prior RiteAngle™. The RiteAngle IIIb / Companion was an extremely reliable system that we hated to change, but a major component going out of production gave us no alternative, so we updated the entire system and totally changed the set-up procedure to one much easier to understand. The Led that is flashing is the one being set! Integration of even newer technology and the updated design components of the RiteAngle™ Companion II is significant enough to make it a separate model. The improvement in the ease of setup alone is huge, plus we are updating many components which were scheduled to go out of production in the next few years.



~ What Is It? ~ Created by Elbie Mendenhall



The RiteAngle™ Companion II is a modern, up dated system that accurately determines your aircraft’s angle of attack. This series uses the same easy-to-understand LED indicator method used since the 1995 introduction of RiteAngle™. The complete RiteAngle™ Companion II system consists of the following features: • Easy to understand - Green Safe, Amber Caution, Red Danger! Designed to meet FAA specifications for Certified aircraft.



•



Automatically corrects for up to five flap positions. You don’t always take off with flaps up or flaps full down do you? Have an AOA that is correct regardless of flap position. Default will always be for your safety.



•



Uses Actual airflow measured by vane. Why rely on computed values, the vane actually measures the relative wind!



•



No maneuvers required that you didn't do before solo to Set Up! Fly the plane at the speed & weight the manufacturer recommends & push a button!



•



No critical set-up measurements required. Simply fly the speed and push the set button.



•



Vane of Polymer, ½ the weight of aluminum. This vane was designed by an aeronautical engineer after years of wind tunnel experience. He stated this airfoil had the highest centering force and least susceptibility to flutter as any tested.



•



Set Up module is unplugged and removed after calibration. Store it in your hangar,



•



Modify your plane? Simply plug in SetBox and re program. One of the many advantages, modify your aerodynamics, simply re set the RiteAngle.



•



Same BB main sensor in use for over 8 years.



No failures,



vibrating 2 cycle, smooth turbines & rough radials and flat engines.



•



LEDs auto dim to the brightness required from night to full direct sun. Fly in the sunshine, bright LED’s, Fly in or in shadow of a cloud, auto dims.



•



Manual dimming for “adjustment to your individual preference”. Why be stuck with what the system designer wanted?



•



Totally self contained if 8-AAA batteries used. As the system amperage draw is so small, under ½ Amp., if no electrical system this is viable.



•



Logic module, extruded aluminum. Mount where convenient, size 4X6X1”. Mount in any position.



•



Does not tap into pitot or static system. We use natures computer, the vane flying in the relative wind.



Created by Elbie Mendenhall



•



Low drag. Ask for our drag analysis by a professional engineer.



•



An enhanced interactive display is currently available



•



A data downlink to allow those with “glass cockpits” to have an accurate AOA display on their FD or MFD if desired. For more information please inquire via e-mail.



• No small holes to plug and render system inoperative. • No interconnect between Pitot/Static system and AOA. The RiteAngle systems are totally stand alone except for electrical power. (and that may be a small gel cell)



~ Vane ~ Next time you are getting on an airliner, look in the general area below the Captains and First Officers windows, about in the middle of the fuselage, notice a vane?? I had a vane in my nearly 19 years flying for a major airline, and in business jets several years before that. If it was reliable enough for me when I was carrying over 150 passengers plus my crew it is reliable enough for our homebuilt aircraft. This vane was designed by an aeronautical engineer, based on his professional work in fighter aircraft design, many years in charge of wind tunnel testing in over 30 years at Douglas A/C, designing aircraft from the AD to the D-558 series under famed engineer Ed Heinemann.



~ LED Display ~ All RiteAngle™ Companion II systems have wide angle LEDs as standard equipment. These wide angle LEDs are also beneficial as a single display in sideby-side aircraft. Both pilots will be able to see the display of these wider angle LEDs. Ultra-bright LEDs (optional) also are excellent for "poor mans heads up" displays if mounted in the glareshield to reflect in the windscreen. Auto dimming is a standard feature and adjusts the brightness to the level required from total darkness to full direct sun. For your individual preference we have manual dimming so you can set the intensity you desire. The RiteAngle™ Companion II LEDs display the angle you select, not the angle determined by the system manufacturer. Each LED is independently set to Created by Elbie Mendenhall



the exact angle you wish it to illuminate. This eliminates the need for excessive LEDs. When correctly installed and calibrated, higher angle of attacks are indicated with more illuminated LEDs than lower angle of attacks. If you don’t expect to fly at night and have an open cockpit aircraft the Ultra-Bright LED’s are still available on special order. These LEDs are easily visible. in full direct sunlight! While they do cost ten times as much as standard bright LEDs, usage insures that where the display is in full sunlight, such as in open cockpit aircraft with no glare-shield, they will not "wash out". These LED’s are now available on special request only. An enhanced display is available at extra cost. EM aviation consultant Mr. Bill Lang of Interface Displays, Inc. outlines the benefits of RiteAngle™ Companion II LEDs below: • "Solid state high reliability—average life is 100,000 hours vs. 10,000 (10:1) •



Low power consumption



•



Able to withstand shock & vibration much better than a Tungsten Filament Lamp or Electro-Mechanical .



•



Compact package size with variety of colors available



•



Reduced weight



~ Display ~ The display is surface mounted in the instrument panel or on glare shield. Display may be mounted for a "poor mans Heads Up Display". The space required is .625" wide and 2.125" high. The RiteAngle™ Companion II system supports two displays, one “Enhanced” and one Standard display if required for a tandem aircraft. Each display automatically independently dims as necessary.



~ Calibration ~ RiteAngle™ Companion II employs a much easier-to-use "push button" calibration system than did the former RiteAngle™ IIIb. No maneuvers you Created by Elbie Mendenhall



didn’t do before solo required! No unusual critical in-flight maneuvers you haven’t done before required for system to be accurate.



~ Flap correction ~ For an AOA to be accurate it MUST correct for flap position, this is not a generic change, but varies with every airfoil!! Flap correction is standard. This enhancement automatically corrects for up to five different positions of flaps. The flap display is now standard, includes the enhanced circuitry, software programming, and an easy-to-install potentiometer type sensor which is positioned by a mechanical connection (provided) to a flap torque tube or actuating arm. Weight under 4oz. less wiring.



~ Flap Position Indicator now Included! ~ The Flap position indicator is the same size as the standard AOA display. The space required is .625" wide and 2.125" high. Anytime you have a flap position LED illuminated your system has power to it.



~ Pitot/Static System and the RiteAngle™ Companion II ~ The RiteAngle™ Companion II is completely separate from the pitot static system. If a break in the pitot or static system line occurs, it will not affect the RiteAngle™, nor will a failure in RiteAngle™ affect the pitot/static system as in one system costing nearly three times as much! “You have a Safety Backup!” Available Soon A voice audio will also be an option by summer ‘10 for the Companion II.



Revision 4, editorial, 5/2009 EHM
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL NFU-NB MEMBERS 

11 oct. 2017 - 3. Recognizing that October is a busy month for farmers, the NFU-NB ... Registration will all be extended by three months, at no cost to you!
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Mirador - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

-1. 1. 3. 5. 7. 9. 11. 13. 15. 17. 19 alpha (Â°). CD. Re87000. Re62300. Re46000. Re87000 RMA. Re62300 RMA. Re46000 RMA. Re42000. Re42000 RMA. 7 / 45 ...
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ENAC - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

manual mode, the autopilot switches to a basic navigation, circling around the ... The planner monitors the video and uses a Google Earth editor connected to ...
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GVPP - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

Sep 17, 2004 - including the retina, the low and high-level visual cortical ... of retinal and cortical neurons. They do .... subsumption architecture [3] according to.
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Notice to Competitors #3 Notice to Competitors #2 Notice 

29 août 2018 - Bravo course marks 2s/p will be Yellow Tetrahedrons. This changes Si 8. Les marques 2s/p dans la zone bravo seront des Tétraèdres jaune.
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A Users' Guide to Government Phonology (GP) Notice to the reader 

Indirect. Direct. Section III. Empty Categories. An empty category is a skeletal position ... complement (direct government licensing) and the head of a branching ...
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IMPORTANT NOTICE Impacting all eligible primary agricultural ... 

The membership fee structure to register or renew a farming operation as a farm business under the. Farm Business Registry for the 2017-2018 year will be as ...
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Notice to Competitors #1 

28 août 2018 - Bravo course marks 2s/p will be Yellow Tetrahedrons. This changes Si 8. Les marques 2s/p dans la zone bravo seront des Tétraèdres jaune.
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Notice to Competitors #2 Notice to Competitors #1 

29 août 2018 - Bravo course marks 2s/p will be Yellow Tetrahedrons. This changes Si 8. Les marques 2s/p dans la zone bravo seront des Tétraèdres jaune.
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C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Documents\Ma musique\Noel13 

Å“Â»Â»Â»Â» Å“Â»Â»Â»Â»Ë™Â»Â»Â»Â» Å“Â»Â»Â»Â» Å“Â»Â»Â»Â»Å“Â»Â»Â»Â» Å“Â»Â»Â»Â» Å“Â»Â»Â»Â» Å“Â»Â»Â»Â»Ë™Â»Â»Â»Â» l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l. ============================= &â€¢##Å“Â»Â»Â»Â» ...
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Tracking All Road Users at Multimodal Urban Traffic Intersections 

In this context, two alternative multiple object class detec- tion methods are typically used in tracking. The first method relies on optical flow and groups features ...
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Important notice to VFR pilots: 

In case of centerline or approach sector crossing, stay well below 2500', ... According to AIP ELLX AD 2.22 Flight Procedures, chapter 5.1 on VFR flights:.
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Drone Cigogne - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

Sep 21, 2007 - 3rd US-European Competition and Workshop on Micro Air Vehicle ... Master fabrication in MDF (numerical machining of the MDF, primer ...
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note to users - Bibliothèque et Archives Canada 

d'andragogie de la Faculte des sciences de l'education de 1'Universite de Montrd ainsi que ...... de travail, aux nouveaux marches, aux nouvelles technologies. De plus ...... Depuis 1989, le gouvemement confie au secteur prive la gestion des fonds ..
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How to involve users in site design 

Sep 12, 2001 - ... people what ...: How to involve users in site desig Page 1 sur 7 .... The second survey asks participants to rate or rank the .... this, calculate for each Web site object the percentage of users that agreed on each category label.
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Safety Memo - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

the years the group has matured the capability to design, manufacture, maintain .... to Competition Rules a worse case scenario of â€œwind gusting up to 10 m/sâ€� is.
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Aero-Drone - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

The company EURO MC, in partnership with the association AERODES, and the .... With a same mass Lithium-Polymer battery, we hope for a duration of 30 ...
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The MAC'07 MAV - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

electric motor and lithium polymer cells. ... integrated piezo-ceramic gyro sensor. .... control system the tilt angle is calculated in such a way that the camera ...
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1st US-Euro MAV - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

Systems. 1st US-European Micro Air Vehicle Technology. Demonstration and Assessment. Garmisch-Partenkirchen ... 2 gram electric motor. â€¢ Lithium battery ... Means to control stability and to navigate are non trivial. 8. ..... integrated organism.
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When we started to talk to our users and understand 

Landing page. Optimisez votre landing page grâce aux retours des utilisateurs afin de vous assurer que celle-ci vous permettra d'obtenir le taux de conversion ...
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A380** 747 - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

Apr 27, 2005 - Flight Tests planning. A. M. J. J. A. S. O .... Airport compatibility checks : Frankfurt + Far East Tour ... Far East Tour â€“ 10th - 18th November 2005 ...
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Farshad Khorrami - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

Challenges: Autopilot Design + Obstacle Avoidance + Resource Allocation ... o Additional challenges: online resource allocation and path planning. Cooperating agents ... Two systems forming independent decisions have the potential for conflicting dec
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ìŠ¬ë�¼ì�´ë“œ 1 - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

Flapping MAV. Smart Robot Center. Dept. of Aerospace Information Eng. Konkuk University. Seoul, Korea. Park Joon Hyuk, Kim Hyung Jin,. Kwang Joon Yoon ...
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IG-500 - ero-mav.......all informations about MAV's for all users 

The IG-500G combines in the same miniature package an IG-500A, a GPS and a barometric altimeter. It thus provides precise orientation, as well as a GPS ...
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